Possible modifications for a solar simulator Yamashita YSS-200 were studied and experimented with the aim of allowing the test of concentration photovoltaic cells (CPV cells). Three different solutions were simulated and compared, using Zemax and TracePro, finally selecting the most suitable one. The modification consisted in a supplementary optical system that was externally added to the existing layout. The auxiliary system was easily demountable, thus allowing a rapid restoring of the original configuration. The selected optical system was realised and suitable optical tests verified that it satisfied the requirements on irradiance level and irradiance uniformity. Spectral measurements confirmed that the employed materials did not significantly modify the spectral distribution of the light emitted by the solar simulator.
Introduction
The increasing application of solar simulators to test solar cells and components has addressed the industry to develop novel devices. These recent systems can simulate, on limited areas, the conditions of solar irradiation with appropriate spectral characteristics and irradiance uniformity. Nevertheless these simulators cannot be employed for the test of photovoltaic cells working with concentrating systems (CPV), because these tests require irradiance values over the cell surface significantly higher than the solar standard. In particular cells with medium/small size (around 10-15 mm of diameter) can cause considerable problems, since they need quite elevated levels of irradiance uniformity, in order to minimise the thermal stresses and to maximise the efficiency. This paper presents optical analyses and modifications of a solar simulator Yamashita YSS-200. The simulator adaptation had the purpose of obtaining, over two new working areas A S =11 x 11 mm 2 and A L =15.6 x 15.6 mm 2 , the following features:
-minimum value of irradiance 20 W/cm 2 over the square 11 x 11 mm 2 (case S);
-minimum value of irradiance 10 W/cm 2 over the square 15.6 x 15.6 mm 2 (case L);
-irradiance uniformity better than 50%; -spectral distribution of lighting on the working plane substantially unchanged in the wavelength range 400nm -1000nm. The work was developed integrating the results of optical design software (Zemax) and lighting simulation software (Lambda Research TracePro).
Simulation of the current system
The first step for the optical design of the solar simulator modification consisted in simulating the instrument in the present configuration [1, 2] . On the base of the specifications, the simulator Yamashita YSS-200 generates, at the working distance, a uniformly illuminated area of square shape with dimensions 200 mm x 200 mm. In this area the uniformity of irradiance is within 3% (1:1.03) and the average irradiance is adjustable, with a maximum around 100 mW/cm 2 . The spectral distribution is generated by the 2500 W Xenon lamp, filtered by the Air Mass 1.5 filter.
As the complete optical scheme of the instrument was not available, we decided to simulate it starting from the dimensional evaluations of the optical elements. The model was iteratively corrected in order to reach a satisfying agreement with the specifications.
Performance verification
A preliminary work was the verification of instrument performance in terms of irradiance. The radiant flux was measured using an Ophir Nova Power Meter mounting the 2A-SH head with a flux limit of 30W. This detector works in the wavelength range 0.19-20µm (nearly constant spectral response and mean efficiency ~0.92); hence it completely covers the range of interest (~0.35-3µm). The aperture diameter of the detector head is 10.0mm. For the maximum of lamp current (83A), on the actual working surface, at a distance of 440mm from the external surface of the collimation lens, we obtained the following values for radiant flux and irradiance: -Centre of the working plane: flux 96.0 mW, irradiance 132.9 mW/cm 2 .
-Corners of the working plane (mean): flux 99.9 mW, irradiance 138.3 mW/cm 2 . Moreover, from a check on the irradiance variation with the distance from the collimation lens, it was verified that the beam divergence differs from the solar one.
Model of the current system
The Zemax and TracePro models of the current system must take into account several parameters, including: Positioning of the discharge of the Xenon lamp;
-Section type and curvature of the reflector, whose focus is the lamp location; -Structure of the beam homogeniser (composed of an array of 5 x 5 small squared lenses with side 10mm); -Curvatures of the final output lens. These parameters were measured directly on the instrument; the most critical ones are the reflector profile and the small lenses structure. The parabolic profile is difficult to be measured, especially without removing the object from the instrument. The employed lenses have reduced dimensions, so it results an elevated tolerance on the measurement of their curvature.
Study of optical system modifications
The fundamental parameters for the optical system of the solar simulator are irradiance and uniformity of illumination over the working surface [3] . Another important feature is that the system does not generate an image. The consideration of these two aspects suggested excluding optical systems of high quality and typically addressed to imaging.
Three optical configurations were investigated as possible modifications of the solar simulator. All of them include a Fresnel lens as primary component [4] . This optical diffractive element was combined to an additional lens, to perform a higher focalisation of the beam. The new working surfaces did not correspond to the focal plane and their positions were determined in order to reach the best trade-off between mean irradiance and illumination uniformity [5, 6] . The proposed solutions differ for the type of employed Fresnel lens and for the secondary lens made of glass. This latter, in particular, could be different, inside the same solution, depending on the extent of the working surface to be lighted: A S or A L .
Layout_1: squared Fresnel lens, diverging lens in glass
The optical system of Layout_1 includes a squared Fresnel Lens Edmund L32-597 and two diverging lenses. These two lenses are separately employed: one to obtain the irradiance of 20W/cm 2 
Layout_2: round Fresnel lens, converging/diverging lens in glass
The optical configuration of Layout_2 includes a round Fresnel Lens Germanov-Simon GS 9268 and two BK7 lenses that are separately used. The Lens GS 9268 has overall diameter 304.8mm, useful zone extended to the whole surface, focal length 304.8mm, thickness 2.0mm and 1.97lines/mm.
A plane-convex converging lens with curvature radius 400mm provides an irradiance of 20W/cm 2 . A plane-concave diverging lens with curvature radius -250mm allows obtaining 10W/cm 2 . The converging lens is positioned at d S =247.7mm from the Fresnel lens; with the A S at 94mm from the glass lens. The distance for the diverging lens is d L =245mm and the working surface A L is located at 144mm from the lens.
Layout_3: round Fresnel lens, converging lens in glass
The optical system of Layout_3 includes a round Fresnel Lens Germanov-Simon GS 9268 (same lens of Layout_2) and two converging lenses in glass, which are separately employed to obtain 20W/cm 2 or 10W/cm 2 of irradiance.
For case S we use a lens made of BK7 with total and active zone diameter 110.0mm; it is a plane-convex lens with convexity towards the Fresnel lens. The curvature radius is 100.0mm and the central width is 20.0mm. The distance between lens centre and Fresnel lens is 237.7mm; the working area A S is at d S =76.5mm from the lens.
For case L we utilise a BK7 plane-convex lens of (total and active zone) diameter 110.0mm, with convexity towards the Fresnel lens. The curvature radius is 220.0mm and the central width is 10.0mm. The distance between lens centre and Fresnel lens is 237.7mm; while A L is placed at d L =114.0mm from the glass lens.
Simulations: evaluation of the optical quality
All simulator modifications were developed maximising both irradiance uniformity and spectral homogeneity over the spectral band 400 nm -1000 nm. For each proposed layout we examined spot diagram and energetic distribution (image diagram).
The spot diagram allows estimating the chromatic aberration of the system, considering three different wavelengths (400 nm, 637 nm and 1000 nm), respectively corresponding to the blue, green and red colours in the left plots of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . It is useful to note that the position of the working plane does not correspond to the image location; this permits us to obtain a better uniformity of the energetic distribution.
The image diagram allows evaluating the energetic efficiency of the system over the working surface, using as parameter the total flux on the tested area. The spot diagrams and image diagrams are obtained using Zemax; while the irradiance map is generated by TracePro.
The spot diagrams are shown in the left plots of Figs. 1-2, then the central pictures report the image diagrams; finally the irradiance map is shown in the right plots.
Fig.1 Spot diagram for case S of Layout_3 Spot diagram (left), Image diagram (centre),
Irradiance map (right).
Fig.2 Spot diagram for case L of Layout_3 Spot diagram (left), Image diagram (centre), Irradiance map (right).
All calculations take into account the reflections on the surfaces of the optical components (4% of loss for each surface). The Zemax calculation does not consider the real reflection on the surfaces and the source field is spatially and angularly uniform. The lighting simulation software Lambda Research TracePro provides a more realistic evaluation for the energetic efficiency of the system.
Finally it is important to remark that the materials foreseen for the realisation of these components (acrylic plastic and glass) do not significantly alter the spectral distribution (between 400nm and 1000nm) in radiation transmission [7] . All proposed layouts are in agreement with the requested specifications.
It could be interesting to numerically compare the Zemax Image Diagram to the TracePro Irradiance Map. Considering the Image Diagrams of Layout_3, the values of the radiant flux over the working surface A S are 29.1W for case S and 31.8W for case L. The corresponding TracePro values, pertaining to the Irradiance Maps, are slightly different: 26.7W for case S and 28.6W for case L. These discrepancies are due to the randomisation of the non-sequential ray tracing and to the minor attitude of Zemax to this type of analysis. Nevertheless the Zemax Image Diagrams can be correctly used if they are employed in reciprocal comparison.
Analysis of simulation results
The modification of Layout_1 offered an acceptable spectral distribution, but the spot was rather large. The irradiance uniformity was quite good, especially considering that every real irradiance distribution is actually more uniform than the simulated result. The value of radiant flux exceeded the requirements, even if it was lower with respect to the other layouts.
The simulator adaptation of Layout_2 allowed to achieve a higher light concentration (hence a higher flux), however the irradiance uniformity achievable in case S was quite low. Even considering the smoothing, the differences in irradiance among the zones inside the image (simulated by TracePro) are quite marked. The irradiance uniformity was fairly good for case L.
The optical system of Layout_3 provided good values of radiant flux (still lower than in Layout_2) and of irradiance uniformity. The spectral homogeneity was excellent and it avoided the presence of coloured zones.
In conclusion the modification of Layout_3 appeared to satisfy, in the most complete way, the initial requirements on the functionalities that the solar simulator should guarantee.
Realized modification and validation tests
The solar simulator was modified using the solution of Layout_3. The optical configurations corresponding to Layout_3 are presented in Fig. 3 for case S and case L. The details of the optical components have been fully described in Sect. 3.3.
Fig.3 Optical configurations for Layout_3, case S (left), case L (right).
In order to test the optical performance of the realised components and then of the simulator modification, some suitable measurements were carried out considering both S and L cases.
Some preliminary tests for case S using the lens with curvature radius 100mm evidenced that this lens satisfies also the requirements of case L. Hence the validation tests were performed only with this lens.
This can be a great advantage for the end user, because the possibility of using the same lens for both working areas and irradiance levels avoids dismounting and realigning.
Irradiance measurements
The irradiance measurements were performed using an OPHIR NOVA power meter (mounting the FL250 head) and two Aluminium diaphragms. One diaphragm had a squared aperture of side 11.0mm (to check the new working area A S ), while the other had a squared aperture of side 15.6mm (to verify the new working area A L ). The diaphragms were manufactured in order to avoid unwanted reflections on the aperture borders. 
Uniformity measurements
The measurements of uniformity were carried out along two orthogonal directions, approximately centred in the point of irradiance maximum [8] .
Besides the OPHIR NOVA Power Meter, with 2A-SH head, we employed a circular diaphragm of diameter 2.0mm, placed on the detector. The lamp was warmed up at least two hours before starting the measurements, to ensure source stability.
The radiant flux was measured at a fixed distance from the centre; the final value was calculated averaging the four data measured in the two directions of two perpendicular axes. It must be taken into account that the diameter of the measurement area of the detector is 2mm. Figure 4 reports the measurements of the light distribution over the working area A S for the lens with curvature radius 100mm.
To assess the uniformity U, we considered the following two points:
-The beam centre (corresponding to the point of irradiance maximum E e1 ) -The quantity E e2 measured in a lateral point (at a distance of 5.5 mm from the centre, for case S: shown in Fig. 4 ). Thus the uniformity U was obtained as: For case L the quantity Ee2 is measured at a distance of 7.8 mm from the centre. The uniformity values, over the plane A L , in the pertaining working conditions (obtained by suitably displacing the working plane), resulted to be of the same order of case S.
Variation of the spectral composition of emitted light
The employed materials, acrylic plastic and BK7 glass, did not affect the spectral composition of the transmitted radiation in the range 400nm -1000nm. Hence in this wavelength range they did not introduce variations in the emission spectrum of the solar simulator. For validation, the emission spectrum of the solar simulator was measured after the Layout_3 modification and before the introduction of the additional optical system (concentrator). The measurements were performed in the wavelength range between 300nm and 1100nm.
The results are presented in Fig. 5 : the values were normalised imposing the equivalence of the data pertaining to 600nm.
There are some small differences, between the spectral emissions with and without the Layout_3 concentrator, especially for wavelengths over 700nm. This discrepancy is probably created by the automatic gain system of the spectral radiometer. 
Conclusion
This paper examined possible optical modifications for a real solar simulator to allow the test of PhotoVoltaic cells for solar concentration. A preliminary study was to reproduce the instrument in its original configuration, developing a model suitable both for TracePro lighting simulation software and for Zemax optical design software. The examined instrument was the simulator Yamashita YSS-200, whose optical schemes were not available. So starting from our approximated model of the solar simulator, there could be some intrinsic errors that affect the methodology and consequently the proposed modifications.
The study preceded defining and optimising three possible solutions to modify the solar simulator for CPV cells test. Each solution consisted in externally adding to the solar simulator a supplementary optical system. This auxiliary device had the advantage of being easily demountable, thus allowing to rapidly recovering the original configuration. The final phase of the study was to individuate the most appropriate solution, which was then optically manufactured.
Suitable optical measurements verified that the materials (acrylic plastic and glass) used for the realisation of the auxiliary devices do not significantly alter the spectral distribution of the transmitted radiation. But the most important tests result was that the realised auxiliary device, mounted on the simulator Yamashita YSS-200, fulfils the requirements of power and irradiance uniformity. Therefore the modified solar simulator can be used to test CPV cells for low-medium concentration ratios (100-200).
